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Abstract

We study the occurrence of the chaotic attractor in the four-dimensional classical Leslie-

Gower competition model. We find that chaos can be generated by a cascade of quasiperiod-

doubling bifurcations starting from a supercritical Neimark-Sacker bifurcation of the pos-

itive fixed point in this model. The chaotic attractor is contained in the three-dimensional

carrying simplex, that is a globally attracting invariant manifold. Biologically, the result

implies that the invasion attempts by an invader into a trimorphic population under the

Leslie-Gower dynamics can lead to chaos.
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1. Introduction1

Consider the discrete-time dynamical system modelling the interaction of n species2

induced by the map of Kolmogorov type3

T (x) = (x1F1(x), . . . , xnFn(x)), x ∈ Rn+ := [0,∞)n, (1)

where Fi are continuous with Fi(x) > 0 for all x ∈ Rn+, i = 1, . . . , n. Here, x denotes4

the vector of populations at one generation, and T (x) is the corresponding vector at the5

next generation. The map T is called a competitive map in a subset W ⊂ Rn+ if for6

all x, y ∈ W such that Ti(x) ≤ Ti(y) for all i = 1, . . . , n but T (x) 6= T (y) one has that7
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xi < yi provided yi > 0. Since the early work of Hirsch [1] and Smith [2], it is well8

known that most competitive maps admit an invariant hypersurface Σ of codimension9

one, known as the carrying simplex, which attracts all nontrivial orbits (see, for instance,10

[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]). The origin 0 is a repeller for T , and Σ is the boundary in Rn+ of the11

basin of repulsion of the origin which satisfies the following properties:12

(P1) Σ is compact and unordered, i.e. if x, y ∈ Σ such that x− y ∈ Rn+, then x = y;13

(P2) Σ is homeomorphic via radial projection to the (n−1)-dimensional standard prob-14

ability simplex ∆n−1 = {x ∈ Rn+ :
∑n
i=1 xi = 1};15

(P3) ∀x ∈ Rn+ \ {0}, there exists some y ∈ Σ such that lim
k→∞

|T k(x)− T k(y)| = 0;16

(P4) T (Σ) = Σ, and T : Σ 7→ Σ is a homeomorphism.17

In particular, the classical discrete-time models admitting a carrying simplex include the18

Leslie-Gower model (see [9])19

Ti(x) =
(1 + ri)xi

1 +
∑n
j=1 bijxj

, ri, bij > 0, i, j = 1, · · · , n, (2)

the Atkinson-Allen model (see [10])20

Ti(x) =
(1 + ri)(1− ai)xi
1 +

∑n
j=1 bijxj

+ aixi, 0 < ai < 1, ri, bij > 0, i, j = 1, · · · , n, (3)

and the Ricker model (under mild conditions) (see [5, 6, 8])21

Ti(x) = xi exp(ri(1−
n∑
j=1

bijxj)), ri, bij > 0, i, j = 1, · · · , n. (4)

The importance of the existence of a carrying simplex stems from the fact that it22

contains all the interesting dynamics, such as the periodic orbits, quasiperiodic orbits and23

heteroclinic cycles. For 1D (i.e. n = 1) competitive maps admitting a carrying simplex,24

there is a globally attracting positive fixed point as the carrying simplex, so the dynamics25

is trivial. For 2D competitive maps admitting a carrying simplex, every trajectory also26

converges to a fixed point (see [11]), because the map restricted to the one-dimensional27

carrying simplex is a homeomorphism. For 3D competitive maps admitting a carrying28

simplex, nontrivial dynamics such as Neimark-Sacker bifurcations and heteroclinic cycles29

can occur (see, for example, [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]). Neimark-Sacker bifurcation is the birth30
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of an invariant cycle from a fixed point in discrete-time systems, and either all orbits31

are periodic, or all orbits are dense on the invariant cycle (in this case, it is called a32

quasiperiodic curve). However, it was proved in [6] and [13] that only trivial dynamics33

can occur, that is every orbit converges to a fixed point, when there is no positive fixed34

point or there is a unique positive fixed point whose index is −1 by the topological results35

on homeomorphisms of the plane. Criteria on the global stability of the positive fixed36

point are provided in [14] and [15].37

The 2D Leslie-Gower model (2) was studied by Liu and Elaydi [16] and Cushing38

et al. [17] in detail, which has the same dynamic scenarios as the (2D, i.e. n = 2)39

Lotka-Volterra competition model40

dxi(t)

dt
= xi(t)(βi −

n∑
j=1

αijxj(t)), βi, αij > 0, i, j = 1, . . . , n. (5)

In [9], Jiang and Niu studied the 3D Leslie-Gower model (2), which was classified into41

33 stable equivalence classes in terms of inequalities on the parameters ri and bij via42

the boundary dynamics on the 2D carrying simplex. In classes 26− 31, Neimark-Sacker43

bifurcations can occur, while in classes 1−25 and 33, every nontrivial trajectory converges44

to a fixed point on the carrying simplex. Their results show that the 3D Leslie-Gower45

model (2) also has the similar dynamic scenarios as the 3D Lotka-Volterra competition46

model (5) (see [18, 19]). The reader can consult, for instance, [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,47

27], for more results on the Lotka-Volterra competition model (5).48

It is known that chaos cannot occur in the 3D competitive Lotka-Volterra model49

(5) by Hirsch’s carrying simplex theory for competitive continuous flow in [1] and the50

Poincaré-Bendixson theorem for planar continuous flow. However, though the Leslie-51

Gower model (2) has a carrying simplex, it can not guarantee that there is no chaos52

in the 3D Leslie-Gower model (2) since the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem does not hold53

for discrete-time systems. The results in [9, 13] seem to imply that the chaos may not54

occur in the 3D Leslie-Gower model (2). On the other hand, we have carried out a55

brute-force numerical search to try to find the possible parameters such that the orbit56

of the Leslie-Gower model behaves chaotic, but failed. Such numerical search has also57

been employed for the 3D Atkinson-Allen model (3) and the Ricker model admitting a58

carrying simplex (4), but we have not find any chaotic behavior. Moreover, we have also59
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carried out lots of numerical simulations for the Poincaré map of the three-dimensional60

periodic Lotka-Volterra competition model [5], that is the positive parameters βi, αij in61

(5) are time-periodic with the same period, which also admits a carrying simplex by [3, 5].62

Periodic orbits and quasiperiodic curves, corresponding to subharmonic and quasiperiodic63

solutions of the periodic Lotka-Volterra model, were detected for the Poincaré map, but64

the chaotic attractor has not been found. It seems to us that there might be no chaos65

in these classical 3D competitive discrete-time systems admitting a carrying simplex66

by our numerical experiments and the results in [9, 10, 13, 18] comparing with the 3D67

competitive continuous-time systems (see [18, 19, 28] for example). Therefore, we turn to68

explore the occurrence of chaos in the 4D classical discrete-time models, and we find that69

the chaotic attractor can occur in the Leslie-Gower model (2) of four mutually competing70

species.71

Specifically, consider the 4D Leslie-Gower competition model T given by72

Ti(x) =
(1 + ri)xi

1 +
∑4
j=1 riaijxj

, ri, aij > 0, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 (6)

with73

ri = [0.08, µ, 0.15, 0.28], (7)

and74

aij =



2.58 4.25 3.72 0.085

7.3 2.75 0.01 1.82

0.074 1.19 3.32 4.64

3.8 1.08 1.7 3.64


, (8)

where µ > 0 is a free parameter. We find that chaos can occur in this Leslie-Gower model75

of four competing species for some µ. For example, when µ = 0.36, a chaotic attractor76

is detected which is shown in Fig. 1. The corresponding Lyapunov exponents which can77

be computed by using MatContM [29, 30] based on the QR method (see [31, 32]) are78

0.0011, 0, −0.0463 and −0.1751, which implies a Lyapunov dimension (see [31, 33]) of79

2.024. This means that the invertible bounded 4D Leslie-Gower map of type (2) can has80

a 3D carrying simplex containing a chaotic attractor.81
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: A chaotic attractor occurs at µ = 0.36. (a) The projection of the chaotic attractor on the

x1x3x4 space. (b) The projection of the chaotic attractor on the x2x3x4 space.

2. Derivation of the Leslie-Gower model82

In this section, we give a mechanistic derivation of the Leslie-Gower model induced83

by the map (2) from first principles.84

We assume that the season is divided into two periods: one of competition and one85

of reproduction. During the first period, the individuals of n species do not die, but86

compete for n different resources Rj , j = 1, . . . , n. Assuming chemostat dynamics of the87

resources and a Holling type I functional response, we obtain the following system of88

ordinary differential equations for the resource dynamics:89

dRi
dt

= Di(Ri −Ri)−Ri
n∑
j=1

aijxj , i = 1, . . . , n. (9)

Assuming the resource dynamics is fast, the resource concentrations will have reached90

the following steady state by the end of the period of competition:91

Ri =
Ri

1 +
∑n
j=1

aij
Di
xj
, i = 1, . . . , n. (10)

During the period of reproduction, individuals of species i will use only the resource Ri92

given by (10) to produce offspring (with a conversion factor γi) born at the beginning of93

the next period of competition and then die. Putting all these assumptions together, we94

finally arrive at the following map T taking the state of the community at the beginning95
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of one period of competition to the next one:96

Ti(x) =
γiRixi

1 +
∑n
j=1

aij
Di
xj
, i = 1, . . . , n, (11)

which is, of course, exactly the map (2), but with the parameters denoted in a different97

way. In this paper we mainly discuss the occurrence of the chaos and the route to chaos98

in the Leslie-Gower model of four competing species, so we shall keep the parameters of99

(6) to make comparison with the similar models treated in the papers mentioned above100

easier.101

3. Preliminaries102

Let Ṙn+ = {x ∈ Rn+ : xi > 0, i = 1, . . . , n} be the open positive cone and πi = {x ∈103

Rn+ : xi = 0} be the ith coordinate plane. Let Σ̇ = Σ ∩ Ṙn+ denote the interior of the104

carrying simplex Σ and ∂Σ = Σ \ Σ̇ denote the boundary of Σ.105

Lemma 1 (see [9, Corollary 3.1]). Any n-dimensional Leslie-Gower model (2) has a106

(n− 1)-dimensional carrying simplex Σ satisfying the properties (P1)–(P4) in section 1.107

Lemma 1 implies that the long-term behavior of the Leslie-Gower model (2) is de-108

termined by the dynamics on Σ, and the nonzero forward limit sets in Rn+ all lie on109

Σ. In particular, for the 4D Leslie-Gower model T given by (6), it has a 3D carrying110

simplex Σ which is homeomorphic to the tetrahedron ∆3 (see Fig. (4)). Note that each111

coordinate plane πi is positively invariant under T , and T |πi
is a 3D Leslie-Gower model112

which has a 2D carrying simplex homeomorphic to the triangle ∆2, where T |πi
is the113

restriction of T to πi. Moreover, the boundary of Σ for T is composed of the 2D carrying114

simplices of T |πi , i.e. ∂Σ = ∪4i=1(∂Σ)i, where (∂Σ)i = ∂Σ ∩ πi is the carrying simplex115

of T |πi
. It means that the dynamics on the boundary of Σ is determined by the four 3D116

Leslie-Gower maps T |πi
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4.117

Consider the general 3D Leslie-Gower model T̂ on R3
+ given by118

T̂i(x) =
(1 + ri)xi

1 +
∑3
j=1 riaijxj

, ri, aij > 0, i, j = 1, 2, 3. (12)
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Let Σ̂ be the carrying simplex of T̂ . It is easy to see that there are three axial fixed

points v{1}, v{2}, v{3} with v{i} lying on the positive xi-axis, i.e.,

v{1} = (
1

a11
, 0, 0), v{2} = (0,

1

a22
, 0), and v{3} = (0, 0,

1

a33
),

which are the vertices of the carrying simplex Σ̂. There may exist a planar fixed point119

s{jk} lying on the positive cone of the xjxk subspace, i.e. the interior of πi, and there120

may also exist a positive fixed point p in Ṙ3
+.121

Set

γij = aii − aji, βij =
ajj − aij

aiiajj − aijaji
.

Lemmas 2 and 3 below follow from [9, Lemmas 4.5–4.7] immediately.122

Lemma 2. If γij > 0 (resp. < 0) then v{i} repels (resp. attracts) along ∂Σ ∩ πk, and123

moreover, v{i} is hyperbolic if and only if γijγik 6= 0, where i, j, k are distinct.124

Lemma 3. If γjkγkj > 0 then T̂ has a planar fixed point s{jk} in the interior of πi,125

where i, j, k are distinct. Moreover, if γjk, γkj < 0 (resp. > 0) then s{jk} repels (resp.126

attracts) along ∂Σ; if aijβjk + aikβkj < 1 (resp. > 1) then s{jk} locally repels (resp.127

attracts) in Σ̇; s{jk} is hyperbolic if and only if aijβjk + aikβkj 6= 1.128

Remark 3.1. The biological meaning of the condition γij > 0 (resp. < 0) is that species129

j can (resp. cannot) invade the monomorphic population of species i at the steady state130

v{i}; here i, j are distinct. Suppose s{jk} exists which is a stable coexistence of species j131

and k in the absence of species i (for example, if γjk, γkj > 0 then s{jk} exists and it is132

stable in the interior of πi). In this case, the biological meaning of the condition aijβjk+133

aikβkj < 1 (resp. > 1) is that the species i can (resp. cannot) invade the dimorphic134

population set by species j and k at the steady state s{jk}; here i, j, k are distinct. A135

mathematical framework for treating questions of invasion and evolution that explicitly136

takes the population dynamics into account is adaptive dynamics; see [34, 35, 36, 37] for137

more details.138

Let S, Ŝ be two 3D Leslie-Gower maps of type (12). S and Ŝ are said to be equivalent139

relative to ∂Σ̂ if there exists a permutation σ of {1, 2, 3} such that S has an axial fixed140

point v{i} (resp. a planar fixed point s{jk}) if and only if Ŝ has an axial fixed point141
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v̂{σ(i)} (resp. a planar fixed point ŝ{σ(j)σ(k)}), and furthermore, v{i} (resp. s{jk}) has142

the same hyperbolicity and local dynamics as v̂{σ(i)} (resp. ŝ{σ(j)σ(k)}). The map S is143

said to be stable relative to ∂Σ̂ if all the fixed points on ∂Σ̂ are hyperbolic. We say that144

an equivalence class is stable if each mapping in it is stable relative to ∂Σ̂.145

1 2 3 4

5 6 7

9 10 11

13

17

8

12

14 15 16

18

Figure 2: Carrying simplex dynamics in the equivalence classes 1 − 18 of the 3D Leslie-Gower model

(12) with no positive fixed point. Redrawn from [9]. An attracting fixed point is denoted by a closed

dot •, a repelling fixed point by an open dot ◦, and a saddle fixed point by the intersection of its stable

and unstable manifolds.

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the 33 stable equivalence classes via the boundary dynamics146

provided in [9]. In classes 1 − 25 and 33, only trivial dynamics can occur, that is every147

orbit converges to a fixed point [9, 13, 15, 38]. In class 33, there is a stable coexistence148

of the three species, while in classes 1 − 25, at least one species is driven to extinction.149

Neimark-Sacker bifurcations can occur in classes 26 − 31 but cannot occur in class 32,150

and in class 32 the positive fixed point is a repeller. In class 27, there is a heteroclinic151
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19 20 21 22

23 24 25

26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33

Figure 3: Carrying simplex dynamics in the equivalence classes 19 − 33 of the 3D Leslie-Gower model

(12) with a positive fixed point. Redrawn from [9, 15, 38]. The fixed point notation is as in Fig. 2.

cycle which is the boundary of the carrying simplex. The symbol
⊙

in classes 26 − 31152

represents a region of unknown dynamics. It means that the positive fixed point may153

be attracting, neutral or repelling on the carrying simplex and in a neighborhood of the154

positive fixed point, there may be invariant closed curves.155

According to [9] and the above arguments, we specifically provide here the dynamics156

and the parameter conditions for the classes 4, 8, 9 and 27 of the 3D model (12) which157

will be used below to study the boundary dynamics of the 4D Leslie-Gower model (6).158

Lemma 4. The 3D Leslie-Gower map T̂ given by (12) is in the class 4 if there is a159

permutation σ of the indices {1, 2, 3}, after which T̂ satisfies160

(i) γ12 > 0, γ13 < 0, γ21 > 0, γ23 < 0, γ31 > 0, γ32 < 0;161

(ii) a12β23 + a13β32 < 1;162

(iii) a31β12 + a32β21 > 1.163

In this case, there are two planar fixed points s{12}, s{23} and there is no positive fixed164

point. Moreover, s{12} is globally attracting on Ṙ3
+. The phase portrait on Σ̂ is shown in165
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Fig. 2-4, where the vertices can be interpreted as species 1: bottom left, species 2: bottom166

right, species 3: top.167

Lemma 5. The 3D Leslie-Gower map T̂ given by (12) is in the class 8 if there is a168

permutation σ of the indices {1, 2, 3}, after which T̂ satisfies169

(i) γ12 > 0, γ13 > 0, γ21 > 0, γ23 < 0, γ31 < 0, γ32 < 0;170

(ii) a12β23 + a13β32 < 1;171

(iii) a31β12 + a32β21 < 1.172

In this case, there are two planar fixed points s{12}, s{23} and there is no positive fixed173

point. Moreover, v{3} is globally attracting on Ṙ3
+. The phase portrait on Σ̂ is shown in174

Fig. 2-8, where the vertices can be interpreted as species 1: bottom left, species 2: bottom175

right, species 3: top.176

Lemma 6. The 3D Leslie-Gower map T̂ given by (12) is in the class 9 if there is a177

permutation σ of the indices {1, 2, 3}, after which T̂ satisfies178

(i) γ12 > 0, γ13 > 0, γ21 > 0, γ23 > 0, γ31 < 0, γ32 > 0;179

(ii) a12β23 + a13β32 > 1;180

(iii) a31β12 + a32β21 < 1.181

In this case, there are two planar fixed points s{12}, s{23} and there is no positive fixed182

point. Moreover, s{23} is globally attracting on Ṙ3
+. The phase portrait on Σ̂ is shown in183

Fig. 2-9, where the vertices can be interpreted as species 1: bottom left, species 2: bottom184

right, species 3: top.185

Lemma 7. The 3D Leslie-Gower map T̂ given by (12) is in the class 27 if there is a

permutation σ of the indices {1, 2, 3}, after which T̂ satisfies

γ12 > 0, γ13 < 0, γ21 < 0, γ23 > 0, γ31 > 0, γ32 < 0.

In this case, there is a positive fixed point p and ∂Σ̂ is a heteroclinic cycle. The phase186

portrait on Σ̂ is shown in Fig. 3-27, where the vertices can be interpreted as species 1:187

bottom left, species 2: bottom right, species 3: top.188
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Set λij =
(1+rj)aii
rjaji+aii

, where i 6= j. Let

ϑ = lnλ12 lnλ23 lnλ31 + lnλ21 lnλ13 lnλ32.

189

Lemma 8 ([8]; see also [9]). Assume the 3D Leslie-Gower map T̂ is in class 27. If190

ϑ > 0 (resp. < 0), then the heteroclinic cycle ∂Σ̂ of T̂ is repelling (resp. attracting).191

4. Dynamics analysis192

In this section, we will study the dynamics on the carrying simplex for the 4D Leslie-

Gower model T given by (6) with parameters ri and aij given in (7) and (8) respectively.

The fixed points of the 4D Leslie-Gower model T given by (6) are determined by the

linear equations

xi = 0 or

4∑
j=1

aijxj = 1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4,

which depend only on the parameters aij . Therefore, the fixed points of T are indepen-193

dent of the parameter µ when the parameters ri and aij are given in (7) and (8). That194

is to say, the values of the fixed points do not change as µ varies. It is easy to see that195

T has nine boundary fixed points:196

• the trivial fixed point 0;197

• four axial fixed points v{1}, v{2}, v{3}, v{4} with v{i} lying on positive xi-axis;198

• three planar fixed points s{12}, s{23}, s{24} with s{ij} lying on the positive cone of199

the xixj subspace;200

• a fixed point q{2} ≈ (0.1046, 0, 0.1946, 0.0746)τ on the positive cone of the x1x3x4201

subspace,202

and a unique positive fixed point p with

p ≈ (0.08734, 0.06352, 0.1333, 0.1024)τ .

T admits a 3D carrying simplex Σ homeomorphic to ∆3; see Fig. 4. All the nontrivial203

boundary fixed points lie on ∂Σ and p lies in Σ̇. It is easy to check that all the nine204

boundary fixed points are unstable for all µ > 0 by their Jacobian matrices.205
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Figure 4: Carrying simplex for the Leslie-Gower map T given by (6). A fixed point on the boundary is

represented by a closed dot •.

Figure 5: The phase portrait on ∂Σ for the Leslie-Gower map T given by (6). (a) The phase portrait

on (∂Σ)3. (b) The phase portrait on (∂Σ)2. (c) The phase portrait on (∂Σ)1. (d) The phase portrait

on (∂Σ)4.

4.1. Boundary dynamics206

Recall that each coordinate plane πi is positively invariant under T , and T |πi is a 3D207

Leslie-Gower model which admits a 2D carrying simplex. Moreover, ∂Σ is composed of208

the 2D carrying simplices of T |πi
, i = 1, 2, 3, 4.209
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By Lemmas 4–7 it is easy to check that T |π4 is in class 4 (see Fig. 5(d)), T |π3 is210

in class 8 (see Fig. 5(a)), T |π2
is in class 27 (see Fig. 5(b)), and T |π1

is in class 9211

(see Fig. 5(c)) for all µ > 0. It then follows that s{23} is globally attracting on the212

interior of π4 for T |π4
, v{1} is globally attracting on the interior of π3 for T |π3

, and s{24}213

is globally attracting on the interior of π1 for T |π1 . Therefore, the global dynamics is214

known for T |π4
, T |π3

and T |π1
, and every nontrivial orbit converges to some boundary215

fixed point, which is independent of µ. Since T |π2
is in class 27, the three edges of (∂Σ)2216

form a heteroclinic cycle and there is a fixed point (i.e. q{2}) in the interior of (∂Σ)2;217

see Fig. 5(b). The heteroclinic cycle is repelling for T |π2 by Lemma 8. The Jacobian218

matrix DT |π2
(q{2}) has eigenvalues 0.8562, 0.9901±0.0395i, which are the three internal219

eigenvalues of DT (q{2}). Thus, q{2} is stable for T |π2
. Note that T |π2

is independent of220

µ, so the boundary dynamics of T is independent of µ, and the dynamics on ∂Σ for T is221

shown in Fig. 5. On the other hand, the external eigenvalue of DT (q{2}) is 1+µ
1+0.9013µ > 1,222

so q{2} is unstable for T when µ > 0. Therefore, we conclude that the dynamics on the223

boundary of the carrying simplex which is shown in Fig. 5 and the stability of the fixed224

points on the boundary of the carrying simplex do not change as the parameter µ varies.225

4.2. Evolution of the interior attractor226

In this subsection, we study the evolution of the attractor within Σ̇ for increasing µ227

from zero. We find that chaotic attractors can occur in Σ̇, and the route to chaos was228

detected as the parameter µ is increased. Specifically, in this model229

• cascades of quasiperiod-doubling bifurcations can occur which lead to chaos even-230

tually.231

Quasiperiod-doubling bifurcation in our context is referred to the phenomenon that a232

quasiperiodic curve rounding twice bifurcates from the original one. We call the bifur-233

cated quasiperiodic curve a 2-quasiperiodic curve. The similar phenomena have also been234

observed in [39, 40].235

At µ ≈ 0.1537, the positive fixed point undergoes a supercritical Neimark-Sacker236

bifurcation with first Lyapunov coefficient L1(0) = −0.6667 < 0 (see [41, 42]). The237

fixed point becomes unstable and a stable invariant cycle can occur for µ > 0.1537. Fig.238

6(a) shows the attracting quasiperiodic curve when µ = 0.2. As µ is increased from 0.2239
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Evolution of the interior attractor as µ is increased from 0.2 to 0.317. (a) The attractor at

µ = 0.2 is a quasiperiodic curve. (b) The attractor at µ = 0.28 is a 2-quasiperiodic curve. (c) The

attractor at µ = 0.31 is a 4-quasiperiodic curve. (d) The attractor at µ = 0.317 is a 8-quasiperiodic

curve.

the quasiperiodic curve increases in size, until about µ = 0.246, where a quasiperiod-240

doubling cascade begins; Figs. 6(b)–6(d) show the attracting 2-quasiperiodic curve,241

4-quasiperiodic curve and 8-quasiperiodic curve at µ = 0.28, µ = 0.31 and µ = 0.317,242

respectively. Such quasiperiod-doubling cascades eventually lead to chaos at about µ =243

0.3185. Figs. 7(a)–7(f) show the different chaotic attractors for different values of the244

parameter µ > 0.3185.245

The corresponding Lyapunov exponents as functions of µ are shown in Fig. 8, from246

which we can see that the largest Lyapunov exponent is positive for some 0.318 < µ <247

0.494, such as the values of µ in Fig. 7, which indicates the presence of chaotic attractors.248

Note that as µ is increased from 0.318, there also exist some regions such that the largest249
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 7: Evolution of the interior attractor as µ is increased from 0.32 to 0.492. (a) The chaotic

attractor for µ = 0.32. (b) The chaotic attractor for µ = 0.34. (c) The chaotic attractor for µ = 0.36.

(d) The chaotic attractor for µ = 0.42. (e) The chaotic attractor for µ = 0.471. (f) The chaotic

attractor for µ = 0.492. The successive iterates Tk of T have been applied to the initial point x[0] =

(0.1046, 0.01, 0.1946, 0.0746)τ for each µ, producing a sequence asymptotic to the chaotic attractor. Here,

200000 points of this sequence are plotted, ignoring the first 50000 iterates.
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Figure 8: The corresponding largest (blue curve) and the second largest (red curve) Lyapunov exponents

as functions of µ ∈ [0.28, 0.52]. The parameter values µ used in Figs 6, 7, 9 with the corresponding

largest Lyapunov exponents are marked with the closed dots •, where A1 = (0.28, 0), A2 = (0.31, 0),

A3 = (0.317, 0), A4 = (0.32, 0.0003), A5 = (0.34, 0.0008), A6 = (0.36, 0.0011), A7 = (0.42, 0.0004),

A8 = (0.471, 0.0003), A9 = (0.492, 0.0002), A10 = (0.5, 0), and A11 = (0.51, 0). The largest Lyapunov

exponents are 0 for µ = 0.2, 0.8, 1, which are not plotted in the figure.

Lyapunov exponent is zero, which are the quasiperiodic windows, i.e., quasiperiodic250

curves appear again for these values of µ. However, when µ > 0.494 the chaotic attractor251

disappears and an inverse quasiperiod-doubling cascade begins; see Figs. 9(a)–9(d).252

Remark 4.1. One can also let another parameter change to observe the evolution of the253

interior attractor once a chaotic attractor is found. For example, by setting µ = 0.36 and254

fixing all ri and aij given in (7) and (8) except r1, one can find the similar bifurcation255

scenarios and the evolution of the interior attractor when r1 is increased from 0 to 0.4.256

4.3. Invasion can lead to chaos257

Consider the subsystem T |π2
of species 1, 3 and 4 given by258 

T1(x) = (1+r1)x1

1+r1(a11x1+a13x3+a14x4)

T3(x) = (1+r3)x3

1+r3(a31x1+a33x3+a34x4)

T4(x) = (1+r4)x4

1+r4(a41x1+a43x3+a44x4)

(13)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Evolution of the interior attractor as µ is increased from 0.5 to 1. (a) The attractor at µ = 0.5

is a 8-quasiperiodic curve. (b) The attractor at µ = 0.51 is a 4-quasiperiodic curve. (c) The attractor at

µ = 0.8 is a 2-quasiperiodic curve. (d) The attractor at µ = 1 is a quasiperiodic curve.

with ri, aij given in (7) and (8), i, j = 1, 3, 4. Recall that T |π2
is in the class 27, so the259

axial fixed point v{1} is stable in the x1x4 subspace and unstable in the x1x3 subspace,260

the axial fixed point v{3} is stable in the x1x3 subspace and unstable in the x3x4 subspace,261

and the axial fixed point v{4} is stable in the x3x4 subspace and unstable in the x1x4262

subspace. In particular, the boundary of (∂Σ)2 is a heteroclinic cycle (see Fig. 5(b)),263

which is due to the competition relations264

a11 > a31, a13 > a33,

a33 > a43, a34 > a44,

a41 > a11, a44 > a14.

(14)

In adaptive dynamics, the relations in (14) mean that the species 3 can invade species265

1 (in the absence of species 4) but not vice versa, and the outcome is that species 1 is266
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driven to extinction, whilst species 3 remains extant; the species 4 can invade species 3267

(in the absence of species 1) but not vice versa, and the outcome is that species 3 is driven268

to extinction, whilst species 4 remains extant; the species 1 can invade species 4 (in the269

absence of species 3) but not vice versa, and the outcome is that species 4 is driven to ex-270

tinction, whilst species 1 remains extant; see Remark 3.1. This means that the species 1,271

3 and 4 compete in the rock-paper-scissors manner under the Leslie-Gower dynamics de-272

scribed by T |π2
. However, there is a stable fixed point q{2} ≈ (0.1046, 0, 0.1946, 0.0746)τ273

for T |π2 , so the species 1, 3 and 4 can coexist at the stable steady state q{2}.274

The outcomes of invasion attempts by an invader (i.e. species 2) into the trimorphic275

resident population set by species 1, 3 and 4 at the steady state q{2} are of particular276

interest. To begin with, the trimorphic resident population is at the steady state q{2}277

and then the invader species 2 is introduced in small quantities. Since the external278

eigenvalue of DT (q{2}) is 1+µ
1+0.9013µ > 1, which implies the invasion fitness of species 2 in279

an environment set by species 1, 3 and 4 at the steady state q{2} given by ln 1+µ
1+0.9013µ280

is positive for all µ > 0, the species 2 can always successfully invade such a trimorphic281

resident population. Moreover, since T |π2
is independent of µ, the environment set by282

the resident species 1, 3 and 4 at the steady state q{2} is independent of µ. This allows283

one to study the possible outcomes of invasion attempts by the invader species 2 into284

such a fixed environment for different values of µ.285

Our results in section 4.2 show that the outcomes of the invasion attempts by the286

species 2 will be different as the change of the parameter µ. For example, for µ < 0.1537,287

the Leslie-Gower model T given by (6) of the four competing species has a stable positive288

fixed point p which means a coexistence steady state of the invader species 2 and the289

resident species 1, 3 and 4; for µ = 0.2, the model T has an attracting quasiperiodic curve,290

which means a quasiperiodic coexistence of the invader species 2 and the resident species291

1, 3 and 4; for µ = 0.36, the model T has a chaotic attractor which means a chaotic292

coexistence of the invader species 2 and the resident species 1, 3 and 4. Importantly,293

our results show that the invasion by an invader into a trimorphic population under the294

Leslie-Gower dynamics can lead to chaos.295
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5. Discussion296

This paper presents a case study of chaos in the classical Leslie-Gower model of four297

competing species induced by the map (6). The selection of parameters is based on a298

brute-force numerical search in the parameter space consisting of ri and aij such that299

the largest Lyapunov exponent of the orbit with the given initial value is positive. The300

numerical result shows that the largest Lyapunov exponent is positive when ri and aij301

are equal to the values in (7) and (8) with µ = 0.32, which implies the occurrence of302

chaos. We then explore the mechanism of occurrence of chaos in the 4D Leslie-Gower303

map, especially the route to chaos. To begin with, we choose the parameters ri, aij given304

in (7) and (8) with µ = 0.32 such that the 4D Leslie-Gower map has a chaotic attractor.305

We notice that species 1, 3 and 4 competing in the rock-paper-scissors manner can coexist306

in a stable steady state q{2} which is independent of the parameter µ, so we then fix all307

ri, aij in (7) and (8) except µ. By selecting such parameters, in addition to observing308

the evolution of the interior attractor, one can observe the possible outcomes of invasion309

attempts by the invader species 2 into a fixed environment set by the resident species 1,310

3 and 4 at the steady state q{2} as µ varies.311

A quasiperiod-doubling route to chaos is found in the 4D Leslie-Gower map (6) as µ is312

increased from 0 to 1. Specifically, increasing µ from 0, the map undergoes a supercritical313

Neimark-Sacker bifurcation, which bifurcates a stable quasiperiodic curve, and then the314

map undergoes a cascade of quasiperiod-doubling bifurcations, and after a critical point315

becomes chaotic, as illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Biologically, the results indicate316

a possible outcome of invasion attempts by an invader (species 2) into the environment317

set by the resident species 1, 3 and 4 at a steady state which compete in the rock-paper-318

scissors manner under the Leslie-Gower dynamics, that is the invasion can lead to chaos.319

However, the outcomes of the invasion might be different as the parameter µ varies, that320

is the invasion may lead to quasiperiodic behavior or chaotic behavior which depends on321

the value of the parameter µ; see Figs. 6–9.322

Since the 4D Leslie-Gower map has a 3D carrying simplex Σ, the chaotic attractor is323

contained in the interior of this invariant manifold. This means that the 4D Leslie-Gower324

map can admit a 3D carrying simplex containing a chaotic attractor. In order to have325

a clearer understanding of the dynamics on the carrying simplex, we further study the326
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dynamics on the boundary of the carrying simplex in detail. The study shows that the327

boundary dynamics which is independent of the parameter µ is determined by the classes328

4, 8, 9 and 27 provided by Jiang and Niu in [9] for the 3D Leslie-Gower map. The phase329

portrait on the boundary of the carrying simplex is shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, in the330

4D Leslie-Gower map (6), as µ is increased from 0, the interior attractor evolves from331

a fixed point to a quasiperiodic curve, and then from a quasiperiodic curve to a chaotic332

attractor, but the boundary dynamics remains unchanged.333

Recall that the carrying simplex Σ carries all the asymptotic dynamics, and the 4D334

Leslie-Gower competitive map restricted to Σ is a 3D homeomorphism, so the 4D Leslie-335

Gower map actually behaves like a 3D homeomorphism. On the other hand, for the 1D336

and 2D Leslie-Gower maps, every orbit converges to a fixed point, so there is no chaos.337

The 3D Leslie-Gower map which behaves like a 2D homeomorphism was classified into 33338

stable equivalence classes via the boundary dynamics on the carrying simplex in [9], and339

it was proved that every orbit converges to a fixed point and hence chaos cannot occur340

in classes 1− 25 and 33 ([9, 13, 15]). In classes 26− 31, Neimark-Sacker bifurcations can341

occur which cannot occur in class 32. However, the 3D Leslie-Gower map (2) presents342

the similar dynamic scenarios as the 3D Lotka-Volterra competition model (5) [18, 19] in343

which chaos cannot occur due to the carrying simplex theory [1, 43] and the Poincaré-344

Bendixson theorem. Moreover, we have carried out a brute-force numerical search in345

the 3D Leslie-Gower map but no chaotic attractor has been observed. Therefore, by the346

numerical experiment and the comparison between the 3D Leslie-Gower map (2) and the347

3D Lotka-Volterra competition model (5), we conjecture that chaos may not occur in the348

3D Leslie-Gower map and the 4D Leslie-Gower map is probably the simplest example349

that might have chaos.350

Note that the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem does not hold for discrete-time dynamical351

systems. To the best of our knowledge, the available results on nonexistence of chaos352

for 3D competitive maps with a carrying simplex are the following: Ruiz-Herrera [6]353

proved that every orbit converges to a fixed point when there is no positive fixed point;354

Niu and Ruiz-Herrera [13] proved that every orbit converges to a fixed point when there355

is a unique positive fixed point whose index is −1; Balreira, Elaydi and Lúıs [14] and356

Gyllenberg, Jiang and Niu [15] provided criteria on the global stability of the unique357
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positive fixed point under special conditions. However, it should be pointed out that358

how to prove there is no chaos in the 3D Leslie-Gower competitive map is still a very359

difficult problem, which is left for future research.360
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